Donor Recognition Form

The Train Garden
at the Overland Park Arboretum & Botanical Gardens

Please return completed form –
By email, to fota@artsandrec-op.org
By mail, to ARFOP, PO Box 26392, OP, KS 66225
By fax, to 913-897-4467.

Railroad Tie Faux Walk
Donors of $1000 to the Train Garden are each recognized on an individual engraved plate attached to one of the authentic railroad ties in this popular feature in Phase 1 of the Train Garden. The inscription engraved on the plate is centered and limited to 4 lines of 20 characters (including punctuation and spaces) each. Please provide your inscription:

Axial Walkway
Donors of $500 to the Train Garden are each recognized on an individual etched 8” square brick in the brick banding along the main walkway that traverses the length of the Train Garden. The inscription etched into the brick is centered and limited to 3 lines of 12 characters (including punctuation and spaces) each. Please provide your inscription:

Donor Name: ________________________________________________
Telephone No. _______________________________________________
Email Address: _______________________________________________

The signature below is my authorization to engrave/etch the information as provided.

______________________________
signature

Thank you for your support of The Train Garden!